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taxes, between a tax and a customs duty. Townshend
took them at their word and imposed duties on glass, red and
white lead, painters7 colours, paper and tea, when imported "
into America. The proceeds of these impositions were to
be used primarily for (t a more certain and adequate pro-
vision for the charge of the administration of justice and^
the supporf,,pf ,,,.Ciyil Government 3>l and only the remaining
surplus would be devoted to the cost of colonial defence.
Not only were these duties to be used to produce revenue,
as distinct from trade restraint, but they were to render the
American administration independent of colonial control.
This simply forced the colonists to oppose all English increasing
taxation, and showed that the Declaratory Act was some- the colonies.
thing more than an empty assertion of a disused right,
Fierce resistance again began: guided by Samuel Adams,
Massachusetts renewed her non-importation agreements,
petitioned the King, and circularised the other colonies
regarding the injustice of the duties. Non-importation
also quickly became the policy of Virginia and North Caro-
lina, and within two years English trade suffered to the
extent of £700,000,2 exports to the colonies falling by
almost one half.3 New York resisted certain provisions of
the Mutiny Act, which obliged the colonies to contribute
supplies for the colonial army, and the New York Assembly
was suspended. The Massachusetts Assembly was ordered
to withdraw its circular letter to the other colonies on the
injustice of the duties, and, on refusal, was dissolved by the
Governor, Yet its letter was endorsed by over half the
colonies, especially by those of New England, Virginia
and South Carolina. Then a measure was introduced in the
English Parliament for the deportation of offenders to
England for trial; but, though this might avoid the preju-
dice of colonial juries, it was a flagrant denial of justice to
Americans and was certain to be violently resisted. The
power was never exercised. A further and still more
tic .attempt was made to enforce the Trade Laws.
1	Keith, Constit. Hist, of First Brit. Emp., p. 359.
2	Hunt, Polit. Hist, of England, vol. x,, p. 90.
3	Morison, Amer. Revol.* Sources and Docs., p. 16.

